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Student Union Will Sponsor Musical
Praiser

Survey Says
Campus Congress to Discuss
Possibility of Student Co-ops Employment
Is Increasing
Joe McDowell Will Be Discussion Chairman; Hoag,
Edwards Defend Organizations; Gould,
Forsell Take Negative Side

Positions In Up-trend;
Workers Have Jobs
“Could Student Co-operatives Succeed on This Campus?”
In Montana
will be the question discussed at the first meeting of Campus
Congress, students’ forum, for the winter quarter. The meet Employment of university grad
ing is scheduled for 7:15 o’clock tomorrow night in the large uates of 1937 shows an increase of
meeting room.
♦
Affirmative sp eaker are Roger g o a r ( J t o C o m p i l e
Hoag, Jeffers, former student manr
ager of the congress, and Con
stance Edwards, Great Falls, mem
ber of Mortar board. Louis For
sell, Butte, winner of the first
Board of Recommendations is
Peace Oratorical contest as a rep compiling a current file for those
resentative of the Montana School students seeking teaching posi
of Mines, and Mabelle Gould, Mis tions, Dr. G. D. Shallenberger,
soula, of Alpha Lambda Delta,' chairman of the board, announced
honorary society, represent the yesterday. “It is highly desirable
negative. Joe McDowell, Deer for those wishing a degree and
Lodge, will be chairman of the dis certificate to teach to register at
cussion.
an early date,” he said.
$18 a Month
Applications are accepted Mon
According to Edwards of the day through Friday afternoons and
Saturday
morning in room 105,
affirmative, “Any plap whereby
students can get board and room Craig hall, by the secretary of the
for $18 a month is bound to be recommendation board, A d e 1e
Cohe.
successful.”
“Montana students lack the en
thusiasm and concerted drive nec
essary to make this successful,”
says Forsell of the negative.
According to Ruth Christiani,
Reds Lodge, new student manager
of the congress, the co-operative
plan takes several different forms,
but as a whole students hire the
employees, pay a fixed rate for
textbooks and board and room, and
do approximately three hours of Organization Will Feature
wosk a day. Students do not pay
Students in Novel
for meals not eaten, said Chris
Entertainment
tiani. At the end of the month the
bills are added and all above ex
International Relations c l u b
penditures are refunded to stu
plans to elect officers at their first
dents.
winter
quarter meeting a t 7:30
Congress Growing
o’clock tomorrow in the large meet
Christiani, new leader of the
ing room.
forum, said that “Campus Congress
A p r o g r a m , “What’s It All
has received enthusiastic support,
About?”, is to be offered by Bob
and as long as subjects interesting
Walker, Great Falls; Peggy Holmes,
and vital to students are presented,
Helena; Ruth Eastman, Missoula’;
I believe its influence will continue
Keith Cook, Hardin; Phil Payne,
to grow.”
Missoula; Donald Marshall, Mis
The congress will be broadcast
soula, and Roger Hoag, Jeffers.
over KGVO from 7:30 to 8 o’clock.
Winter quarter plans of the club
include a program of motion pic
Mathematics club meets at 7:30 tures a n d t h e sponsorship of
o’clock tomorrow night in 103 speakers.
Craig hall. Professor A. S. Merrill
Carnegie Endowment
of the mathematics department
The International Relations dub
will speak.
(Continued on Pure Four)

List of Positions

Kobcrt Bates, Oxford student,
writes letter to Kalinin — see
“Rhodes Scholar,” page 4.

Leader

International
Club to Elect
First Officers

Clara Mae Lynch, Mortar board
head, says sectional director to ar
rive—see “Mortar Board’s,” page 1.

Fixer

Recent Land Gift to Forestry School
Is Valued at Minimum of $20,000
Grant Provides University Largest Timber Holdings
Of Country’s Educational Institutions

Grace Johnson, Student Union
manager, is in charge of addition
appointments — see “All - School
Production,” page 1.

Montana State university’s forestry school owns the most
extensive forest holdings of any school in the United States
as a result of presentation by the Anaconda Copper Mining
company on December 13 of 19,058.77 acres of land. The area,

valued at a minimum of $20,000,<
was the outright gift of the com owned by the state but not desig
pany to the Montana Forest and nated exclusively to the univer
Conservation Experiment station sity.
The Montana Forest and Con
of the university.
The gift, cut-over forest land, servation Experiment station was
lies in Missoula county, 30 miles created by the last legislature.
east of Missoula, and is intersected Purposes of the station are to study
by the projected Missoula-Great forest land resources of the state
Fills highway. The land is easily to the end that the state and its
accessible to forest school students. citizens may attain the highest
economic and social benefits from
“I have been over the new school
forest soils within the state; to
forest with Dean Spaulding,” said
study growth and utilization of
President George Finlay Simmons,
timber with special reference to
“and it is exceptionally well chosen
their improvement and widening
to present all types of country for
of markets available to the state;
land utilization, from the primeval
to determine relationship between
forest to bum s and second growth.
forest and water conservation and
Departments of botany and zool
water flow regulation; to study
ogy at Montana State university
forest and pasturage for domestic
will co-operate in studying wild
livestock and wild life and to study
life problems in this tract"
forest and recreation and those
Formerly State Land
“other direct and indirect benefits
Within the area deed to the uni that may be secured by main
versity are nearly seven thousand tenance of or establishment of for
acres of forest land previously ests or woodlands.”
owned by the state, and research
Attorney W. L. Murphy and W,
problems in the entire area of 26,- C. Lubrecht, manager of A. C. M.’s
Professor of Music Stanley Teel 000 acres will be carried on by the timber operations, presented the
resigns as band director—see “Teel experiment station, with co-opera deed, and the State Board of Edu>
Resigns,” page 2.
tion of the state forester on lands cation received it.

Ex-Director

Mortar Bqard’s
Section Director
To Confer Here
Mrs. Esther Roth Will Arrive
Saturday for Week-end
With Local Chapter
Mrs. Esther Bowman Roth, di
rector of section seven of National
Mortar board, will arirve on the
M o n t a n a campus Saturday to
spend the week-end conferring
with Mortar board, according to
Clara Mae Lynch, president of the
local chapter.
Following a luncheon given for
her by Mortar board Saturday,
Mrs. Roth will discuss chapter af
fairs with the group. Later she
will speak individually with the
officers.

10 per cent over the previous year.
Of 258 members of the class, 249
are working. This year’s survey
shows that only 7 per cent of the
1937 graduates are unemployed,
while 17 per cent were without
work according to the survey of
last year. Most of those working
have jobs in Montana but some are
in other states.
Catherine M, White and Anne
Figures from the president’s C. Platt, faculty advisors of Mor
office show that there are 2.7 per tar board, and Acting Dean of
cent more graduates teaching than Women Mary Elrod Ferguson will
in January 1937; that 3.5 per cent take Mrs. Roth to dinner and to
more are working at other than the Montana-Washington basket
teaching jobs as compared with ball game.
1937; that there are 4.3 per cent
Section seven of Mortar board
more continuing their education
embraces chapters at Montana
than last year.
State and Washington State col
Eight graduates of the profes leges, Whitman' college and the
sional schools went into other state universities of Idaho, Wash
fields, six professional women were ington, Wyoming and Montana.
married, and four professional stu
dents are continuing their educa
tion. From the professional schools
89 men and women have gone into
active-flelds of their work.
Fifteen members of the law
school are now active in the p ro -1
fession, while one is a lieutenant
in the U. S. army. Immediately
following graduation, fourteen of
17 foresters went into the profes
sion. Fourteen pharmacists joined
Cinema Awards Winner
drug store staffs, one left the field,
Is Due at Theater
and one woman was married. Of
the 16 education majors, 14 went
January 21
into teaching, two went into other
fields.
“Carnival in Flanders,” an hi
Though the largest group of
larious French comedy, winner of
graduates preferred teaching, sten
three outstanding cinema awards,
ography and secretarial work, bust

French Film
To Be Shown
By Masquers

g e ^ a l^ , |
“ M“
at
,
’
, Roxy theater January 21 under the
pharmacy and journalism w ere|
J
,
,
“
also popular.
sponsorship of the Montana Masquers.
Gerald Evans, Masquer presi
dent, announced yesterday that
the campus drama group had been
able to secure the French-speak
ing, English-subtitled picture of
seventeenth century F l a n d e r s
Davis Leads With Eight Points; which in 1936 won the New York
Seven Plays Broadcast
film critics’ award, the grand
prix du cinema Francais and the
Participation in radio plays net- 6old medal of the International
ted 24 students a total of 62 Mas- 1 Cinematograph exposition in Venquer points last quarter, Violet | *ce'
T h o m s o n , radio director, anCritics have praised both the
nouqced yesterday.
picture and its skillful director,
Lucille Davis was high w ith'Jacques Feyder, who combined a
eight points, followed by A1 Fluto, set containing a whole village,
Effiellen Jeffries and Harold Han- built especially for the production;
son with five each. Tom Camp- a cast including 5,000 extras and
bell and Louis Forsell scored four at least five featured players, and
apiece, while three each went to last but not least, $750,000 into one
Helen Faulkner, Jack Wright and of the hits of the year, both abroad
and here.
Harold Schecter.
Longest list was that of the twoThose interested in French will
pointers, which i n c l u d e d Peg enjoy hearing that language as it
Hayes, Joyce Hovland, Charlotte sounds to Parisian film fans, but
Dool, Carlobelle Button, Lela Hoff- the plot and dialogue of this story
stot, Marshall Porter, Bob Conway, of the Spanish invasion of a little
Virginia Cook, Don Hopkins, Mar Flemish town can be easily fol
garet Clark, Virgil McNabb, Kath lowed through the English sub
erine Parkins and Walt Millar.
titles. These will appear on the
Emerson Miller and Ruth Rice screen during the action of the
gained one point each.
play rather than at interrupting
Fall quarter’s seven radio plays intervals, as. in the old silents.
were broadcast every Monday
Featured characters are the Burnight over station KGVO.
gomaster of Boom, his wife, their
Prospects for this quarter s , daughter, Siska, and h e r lover,
plays are much better," said Di-1 y0Ung Breughel, the painter. Terrector Thomson, “due to our in - 1 ror-stricken when the advance of
creased experience and training, ^ e invading Spanish troops is anAnyone ho would like to get into nounced) the Burgomaster decides
the radio plays should caU me im- | to play dead in the hope that the
mediately at the Masquer office soldiers will respect his funeral
for an audition Sunday."
and pass by his town.

Masquers Award

For Radio Work

But his wife, in company with
LITTLE TO LECTURE
the village's other women, decides
AT SCHOOL OF MINES i to greet the invaders courteously,
| which not only turns the trick but
Dr. Edward M. Little, associate results in the marriage of Siska and
professor of physics, will give a Breughel.
demonstration and lecture today
Evans also said that the theater
on architecture and acoustics be will have both a 7 and a 9 o’clock
fore a student convocation at the showing of the picture, making it
School of Mines in Butte.
possible for students to attend the
Yesterday he discussed the same first show and have time, for any
topic before a meeting of the Mon other activity scheduled for that
tana Engineering society at Butte. evening.

Readers Give
Financial Aid
To Magazine

All-School Production
Of Competitive Acts
To Be February 24
Frontier and Midland Gets
Money to Liquidate
Depression Debt
Contributions from eight Fron
tier and Midland readers to the
magazine’s debt-liquidation fund
already amount to approximately
one-third of the total debt, Editor
H. G. Merriam announced yester
day.
“Frontier accumulated a $900indebtedness during the depres
sion,” said Merriam, “and in No
vember I began trying to raise
money to clear off that indebted
ness. I couldn’t work on it at all
d u r i n g December, being out of
town, but eight people have re
sponded with a little more than
one-third. I shall go ahead trying
to raise the rest so that the Fron
tier can start clear.
“It would have been difficult to
continue under an indebtedness, al
though the indebtedness is very
small compared to the size of the
depression.”
During depression years Mer
riam considered abandoning the
magazine. “I believe that if a
thing can’t support itself it should
be allowed to die,” he says. But
protests against this action were
so immediate that publication was
continued. Merriam now hopes to
make additions to the northwest
quarterly.
Four of the first contributors to
the fund were Montana people.
Others ranged in locality from the
Pacific to the Atlantic coasts and
into the south. “All these saviors
of literature are," says Merriam,
“very different types of people.”
No contribution has come from
former subscriber A1 Capone, now
living in Alcatraz.
“Anyone interested,” the editor
concluded, “may send any sum to
Frontier and Midland, Montana
Stafe university, Missoula, Mon
tana.”

Committee Members Call Student Talent to Audition
For Winter Quarter Show; Best Acts
Will Be Given Cash Awards
To fill the gap left in the wiiiter quarter activity schedule
by discontinuance of Varsity Vodvil two years ago, the Stu
dent Union building is sponsoring an all-school competitive
musical show February 24. An announcement by Union build

i n g officials yesterday called for
student talent to try out for the
show, which is expected to be the
only one of its kind produced on
the campus this year. Tryouts for
singing and dancing numbers, for
the choruses and for comedy teams
are scheduled for Thursday and
Friday. Auditions will be heard in
the Gold room from 4 to 6 o’clock
Pharmacy Classifications and from 7:30 to 9:30 o’clock of
each day. Students interested in
Will Be Given
taking part in the show are re
This Year
quested to make appointments for
auditions with Grace Johnson be
Montana’s School of Pharmacy,
fore Thursday.
along with pharmacy s c h o o l s
Prizes are to be awarded on the
throughout the United States, will
night of the performance for best
receive a reclassification this year
individual performances and for
by the American Council of Phar
best acts. The individual perform
maceutical Education. The classi
ance prize will be $10, the prize for
fication will establish new ratings
the best act of two or more people
for schools of pharmacy through
will be $25. According to John
out the country, according to Dean
Alexander, director of the show,
C. E. Mollett of the Montana phar
the production committee will
macy school.
grant auditions to any sort of acts,
The Montana school received an
whether musical or not. Besides
“A” grade rating when it was first
the choruses, several singers and
classified in 1917. The same rat
song teams as well as individual
ing was retained in 1933 when the
dances and some comedy or nov
school received the last classifica
elty acts will be needed.
tion. This year's grouping will be
Production Committee
determined by the school’s curri
Committee for production of the
culum, methods of teaching, quali
show is composed of the following:
fications of faculty, laboratory
John Alexander, Whitehall, direc
equipment used and buildings oc
tor; Betty Willcomb, Great Falls,
cupied.
dance director; Jack Hagens, Mis
Questionnaires which have been
soula, musical director; Walt Mil
sent to all pharmacy schools and
lar, Butte, characterizations; Phil
a personal inspection by a repre
Payne, Missoula, script editor;
sentative of the council will estab
Agnes Flint, Missoula, stage de
lish ratings for the schools. In
signs, and Dick Brome, Butte, pro
order to facilitate easier inspec
motional manager. A cosmetician,
KAPPA PSI WILL MEET
tions by representatives from the
a costume mistress and a stage
American Council of Pharmaceuti
manager are yet to be selected.
Kappa Psi, men’s national phar cal Education, with headquarters
The theme of the popular maga
maceutical honorary, will meet at at the American Institute of Phar
zine Esquire is to be used for the
7:30 o’clock Thursday night for the macy, Washington, D. C., phar
production. The committee is ne
first time this quarter. Members macy schools are in individual dis
gotiating with the publishers and
of the organization will discuss tricts. Districts are located so all
editors for aid in staging the show.
plans for winter quarter and re the schools of pharmacy in a partic
A chorus of girls, to be named
ceive a report on last quarter’s ac ular district can be inspected with
the Esquirettes, will be selected
tivities.
one visit.
from co-eds who apply for dancing
parts. Esky, well-known boggleeyed playboy of the Esquire cover,
is to be comedy feature of the
show. Sets and costumes, accord
ing to tentative plans made public
by the committee yesterday, are
being arranged to carry out the
Figures From Registrar’s Office Show That Some atmosphere of the famous Petty
drawings.
Feature dances by the
Enroll After Ten-Year Absence
Esquirettes will be set to conform
with this theme. Esquirettes are
Forty-six former students who have not attended university
to be selected through competition.
for one quarter or more, have registered for winter quarter, Final selections will not be made
according to the registrar’s office. A few are returning after until later in the q uarto.
Large Orchestra
absences of ten years. The registrar’s list of students who will
An unusually large orchestra is
continue their studies include Ruth6
------------Baker, Great Falls; Bill Blanken- Missoula; Glen Marcus, Valier; being planned and special orches
ship, Missoula; Ward Buckingham, James C. Martin, Missoula; Mar- trations of two original tunes, writ
Kalispell; Bill Buckley, Harlem; garet Mattson, Missoula; Naomi ten on the campus to fit the theme,
Clayton Carlson, Butte; Orval Morse, Missoula; Leon Nelson, are being arranged by Jack Ha
Christenot, Columbus; Mrs. Lester Warden; Philip C. Nelson, Warden; gens, musical director.
Following announcements of se
Colby, Missoula; William Cushman, Richard A. Nelson, Whitefish; Jane
Missoula; Penn Cunningham, Mis Nofsinger, Missoula; Levi Paul, lections made at tryouts this week,
soula; Orian Custer, Circle; Mora Plentywood; Robert J. Peterson, rehearsals will begin. The direc
Doherty, Great Falls; Charles Dob Missoula; Dorothy J. Phelan, Chin tors are working on continuity and
son, Missoula; Julian Dominick, ook; James Quinn, Missoula; Dale theme acts. These acts will be
Westby; Martin Edie, Columbia Rankin, Missoula; Ernest Reed, eliminated fr<3m the competition.
Falls; Millard Edgmond, Missoula; Missoula; Arthur Rockney, Glen- All acts will be under the direc
Thurman English, Alder.
dive; Guy Rogers, Missoula; Jack torship management of the com
mittee.
Robert Farmer, Deer Lodge; Sanderson, Hamilton.
Reserved seats for the produc
Elden and Leland Garner, Brady;
Richard Satran, Whitefish; Glenn
Henry Gill, Eureka; Leonard Hall, M. Schultz, Missoula; Gordon tion will be sold in advance for 40
Stevensville; C a r o l Hambleton, Shields, G r e a t Falls; Orville cents. There will be two perform
Missoula; George Hoveland, Bil-lSkones, Missoula; Bill Stevens, ances the same evening.
lings; Blanche Johnson, Missoula; Missoula; Virginia Stone, Sidney;
O’Neil Jones, Sidney; Walter Kam- Frank Talbert, Winifred; Charles
NOTICE
meyer, Libby; Joe Kanduch, Ana- Thielen, Lozeau; Anna B. and Effa
conda; Richard Kendall, Sidney; Tilzey, Missoula; Carl E. Tum For drop and add cards filed
Orvo Kinonen, Milltown; William quist, Gold Creek; Mary Vaughn, from now until next Monday, the
Landgraf, Missoula; George Lind- Billings; Louise Vorhees, Sidney; registrar’s office will charge a fee
sey, St. Ignatius; Ara Logan, Mis- Howard Welton, Townsend; Bill ! of $1. Beginning next Tuesday,
soula.
Wilcox, Missoula; Steven Wilkie, the fee wil lbe $2. Changes In en
John McCauley, Miles City; John Rosebud; Ross Wilkinson, Valier; rollment do not go into effect until
McDonald, Helena; Elizabeth Ma- Jean Wright, Fromberg, and Mar- the card is accepted by the regis
loney, Missoula; Edward Mannix, I cus Weysel, Missoula.
trar’s office.

Mollett Says
School Rating
Now Pending

F orty-six F ormer Students
Return for Winter Quarter
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L ------------------------------ ----- ----MONTANA FOLLOWS SUIT
“But it isn't practical,” is the criticism of
many courses offered by modem colleges and
universities, or “Dullness kills all of the prac
ticability.”
In many cases those two valid .criticisms
have been thrown n t various professorial
brain-children. Some of the leading educators
in the United States have heeded the hand
writing on the wall and overhauled curricula.
Others have maintained the cultural courses
intact, a practice that results in scholarly but
sometimes useless graduates.
Montana State university doubtlessly be
longs to the first category. Instruction in
radio broadcasting, fiction writing, news Writ
ing, practical advertising and more recently,
newspaper photography, have all increased
the chances of a student’s producing more
along literary lines for the public.
Radio has ascended to the rank of being al
most a necessity in the average American
home. Consequently the demand for better
programs has forced the radio leaders to raise
the quality of their music and their scripts.
Training in script writing is necessary if the
future radio man is to be successful.
With the rise in interest in interpretative
journalism, as shown by the success of news
magazines, the value of news prictures has
climbed to an all-time high.
Complete instruction in camera technique,
developing, printing and captioning have ans
wered both contemporary criticisms of col
lege courses.
New courses at the university are interest
ing and practical, as evidenced through their
growing popularity.
“HOW TO WIN FRIENDS..."
Dale Carnegie’s fifth book, “How to Win
Friends and Influence People,” is the most
popular work of non-fiction of our time—and
truly, that is the place it deserves.
That it is approaching the three-quarter
million mark in sales is remarkable—especial
ly with the title it bears. To many potential
readers, the title itself sets up a prejudice.
“Absurd,” you will say, “it sounds like a
patent medicine advertisement.” But Dale
Carnegie’s book is really one of the most in
teresting and informative books that can be
found today.
A short while ago, the University'of Chi
cago and the American Association for Adult
Education conducted a survey to determine
what adults really want to study—a survey
that cost $25,000 and took two years. It re
vealed that the subject of how to understand
people, how to make them like you, how to
get along with them, and how to win them to

Teel Resigns
As University
Band Leader
Stanley M. Teel, assistant pro
fessor of music, resigned last week
as director of the university band
and will devote his full time to
work in the school of music. Clar
ence Bell, music instructor, will
have complete charge of the bands.
All bands have been under
Teel’s direction since 1932 when
he succeeded Roy Freeburg as
director. During that period the
band has grown from a 35-piece
organization to a band of approxi
mately one hundred players. The
band consists of three units, con
cert, football, and ROTC band.
For the past two years the con
cert group has toured the state,
playing In many of the state high
schools. The football fcroup has
made several trips with the team
and has played at all the home
games.
Bell, a new instructor in music
this year, has had charge of the
football and ROTC bands in the
fall quarter and takes over Teel’s
duties immediately. Teel will as
sist Bell in band department ac
tivities.

your way of thinking was of greater interest
than any other subject except health.
“The sole purpose of this book is to help
you solve the biggest problem you face: The
problem of getting along with and influencing
people in your everyday, business and social
contacts.”
During the last 24 years, Dale Carnegie has
trained more than 15,000 business and pro
fessional men—more than any other living
man—on the vast subject of getting along
with people.
The book is divided into six parts: Funda
mental techniques in handling people, six
ways to make people like you, 12 ways to win
people to your way of thinking, nine Ways to
change people without arousing resentment,
letters that produce miraculous results, and
seven rules for making your home life hap
pier. Every page contains interesting point il
lustrations from the lives of famous men, in
cluding Lincoln, Napoleon, Socrates, McKin
ley, John Hay, Robert E. Lee, Rockefeller, Jim
Farley, Eddie Cantor and many others.
It might be a broad statement to say that
there would not be a hundred students among
the university’s 2,000 who would fail to read
some part of the book after glancing at the
table of contents, and profit therefrom—but
if you don’t believe it, try it.
SCHOLASTIC REVISION
This month Chicago trade schools will be
gin a 12-month school year—first step in a
program reorganizing and designing high
schools to turn out graduates with training to
earn a living, as only 6 per cent of Chicago
high school students go on to college.
Dr. William Harding Johnson, C h i c a g o
superintendent of schools, is the instigator of
this movement. His plan is a reorganization
of the curriculum of the 37 Chicago high
schools over a five-year period so that 80 per
cent of the courses offered will be vocational
instead of 80 per cent academic. At the end
of this period relatively few students will be
studying college preparatory courses.
Contemplated steps in this reorganization
are: Factories and workshops for industrial
training will be built next to all high schools,
new technical schools and trade schools will
be constructed, the technical high school
course will be three years, trade schools will
have a 12-month school year. As they retire,
resign or die, one-half of Chicago’s 4,338 aca
demic high school teachers will be replaced
by vocational teachers, and only temporary
appointments will be made where academic
teachers are needed.
One of the strongest points in Dr. Johnson’s
.argument for the change is that under the
provisions of the Smith-Hughes law the Fed
eral government will pay half the cost of voca
tional instruction. In Chicago, which has seen
payless paydays for school teachers and closed
school houses, this is a strong reason for
change. The author of the act, Dr. John A.
Lapp, declares that it is not true that the
government will pay half the cost of an ex
panded vocational training program. The
Federal allotment to Chicago is currently
limited to $120,000 which with the matching
$120,000 from Illinois means only $240,000
yearly, a rather small sum with which to be
gin reorganization of an entire school system
the size of Chicago’s. Others have.joined the
cry against the change, but through it all Dr.
Johnson announces that his experiment in
practical schooling will continue.

Cox Has Hot Time
As Pajamas Bum
Gene Cox, Helena, had a scorch
ing time recently at his home at
912 Beckwith avenue when he in
advertently backed too close to a
hot stove and caught his pajamas
on fire.
Cox is confined in St. Patrick’s
hospital with a large burn on his
back. His condition is not serious.

Mixer to Follow
Washington Game
Following the Montana-Washington basketball game Saturday
night, M club will sponsor an all
school mixer in the Gold room.
Tickets can be secured from any
M club member. Proceeds from
the dance will go to the club's
scholarship fund.
MANAGERS’ CLUB TO MEET
Managers’ du b committees on
budget and alumni organization
will report to dub members at the
regular business meeting at 7:30
o’dock Thursday night in the
men’s gym. Refreshments will be
served.

NOTICE
dents should take this test at 4
o’dock Thursday, January 13, in
All students who missed the Library 103. This test must be
English placement test d u r i n g taken at the beginning of fall, win
freshman week and all new stu- ter or spring quarter.

Interfraternity Dance
Will Be January 28
Interfraternity ball, annual win
ter quarter dance sponsored by Interfratem ity Council, will be Fri
day, January 28, in the Gold Room.
Hal Hunt’s 10-piece band will play.
Several innovations will make
this year’s dance one of the out
standing events of the quarter, ac
cording to Bob Mountain, Shelby,
chairman of the arrangements
committee. Assisting him are Ty
Robinson, Kalispell, and Tom
Hazelrigg, Missoula.

Virginia Cooney
Is Hall Director
Virginia Cooney, ’34, has been
appointed director of Corbin hall,
President George Finlay Simmons
has announced. She takes the posi
tion left vacant since Martha Phyl
lis Busey, now Mrs. Kenneth Duff,
resigned last summer. Both Miss
Cooney and Mrs. Duff substituted
for Elvera Hawkins, who is study
ing institutional management at
Columbia on a leave of absence.
The new director has worked in
the agricultural statistidan’s office
in Helena, in the state offices of
the PWA, in the Cooney Brokerage
company in Butte and in the na
tional archives offices In Washing
ton, D. C.
Caroline Griffith, who doubled as
director of North and Corbin halls,
will now be North hall director.

MONTANA

EXHUMED
THE INDIAN SIGN
Boy Scouts spend a lot of time
learning the sign language used by
the American Indian. Experts
have gone to infinite trouble to re 
produce for posterity this now use
less remnant of the days when a
man's scalp was hair today and
gone tomorrow. It is with the idea
that a more practical outlet to the
young mind’s desire to absorb fas
cinating If pointless information
that the following study of the
sign language of that interesting
species Heap Big Shot (or Half
Shot) Joe College has been com
piled.
UGH! ME THIRSTY — Place
right hand on right hip and re
move it with a drawing motion,
dutching a cylindrical segment of
ozone. Tilt back head and hold
right hand about six inches away
from open mouth. (Mouth will
probably be open anyhow, either
In a yawn or a snore.)
UGH! YOU JOIN ’EM OUR
TONG—Select victim. Shake hand,
pat back, make spadous gestrues
indicating, wine, song and no spe
cial assignments.
UGH! LECTURE HEAP DULL
Stretch, yawn, curl up in chair
and go to sleep.
UGH! SOME BABE! — Extend
hands to the front. Make curving
reciprocal gestures first like this
)( and then like this ().
UGH! WANT ’EM DATE—Smile
ingratiatingly. Make sign for sun
down. Point to bus. Make sign
for whoopee. Point to dormitory
and rattle keys.
UGH! HEAP TOUGH QUIZ—
Scratch head with left hand while
making aimless scribblings with
right hand on blue book. Gaze va
cantly out nearest window. Shrug
shoulders and depart.
UGH! ME HEAP FOOTBALL
HERO—Place books (any books)
carelessly under left arm. Expand
chest. Pretend not to notice ex
pressions of admiration emanating
from co-eds. Enter all classes five
minutes late at a three-quarter
time amble.
, UGH! UGH! UGH! FLUNK! —
Point to books, then to already
packed bags, then to Burly’s office.
D r a w right forefinger across
throat.
Comment Inspired by a Series of
Balances Lost in Front of the
Sigma Nu House
Here’s to the cheers for the coach
and the boys
’
Who never would win if it weren’t
, for the noise.
Here’s to the beards that we grow
till we win;
If it takes 20 years you can’t make
us give in.
Here’s to the rouge that the co-ed
abandons
Until the team’s chances look bet
ter than Landon’s.
Here’s to the boxes we lug from
the dump,
Building bonfires to keep the team
out of a slump.
And here’s to the jolly old Sigma
Nu’s
Who believe if they shovel their
walks we’ll lose.
Flowers to the Colorado U
Silver and Gold
Drunk (in a flower shop): Shay,
do you deliver flowesh?
Florist: Certainly we deliver
flowers.
Drunk: Take me home, I ish a
panshy.
THE KAIMIN COLUMN QUIZ
How Well Do You Read?
Or Do You Read?
How well do you read? Can you
induce the probable outcome of
the situations listed below by a
careful reading of the given facts
and a knowledge of character?
1. Jolly, likeable, fair-minded
Joe Goodfellow, refereeing at an
MSU basketball game, calls a foul
on one of the local pride. The
usual sportsmanlike student crowd
is present. The score is close. What
will the crowd do?
(a) Applaud G o o d f e l l o w ’ s
splendid officiating.
(b) Send Jiggs a note of con
dolence.
(c) Boo!
(d) Start an organized cheer to
“Stop that fouling!"
2. Sally Sidewalk, efficient,
hard-working Spur, sights hur-

SKID CHAINS

KAIMIN

Joumalism Club
Schedules Meeting
L. A. Colby Will Show Pictures
To Press Organization
Press club, journalism organiza
tion, meets for the first time this
quarter at 7:15 o’clock Wednesday
might. L. A. Colby, recently ap
pointed instructor in conservation
who is prominent in the conserva
tion field and a photography en
thusiast, will show novelty and
personality pictures to club mem
bers.
Students will discuss plans for
new type club programs for this
quarter. Journalists not belong
ing to the organization are urged
to attend the meeting and sign up
for winter and spring quarters.

Women’s National
Gets Trophy Award
Kappa Epsilon, women’s nation
al pharmaceutical organization,
received a new traveling trophy
during the holidays from the na
tional chapter. The trophy goes to
the local chapter with the highest
scholastic average for the year.
The Montana women are the
first to receive the trophy. It will
remain with the Montana pharm
acy women for one year unless
won again. After traveling to the
chapters with the highest scholas
tic average for ten years, the
trophy will remain permanently
with the chapter claiming the cup
the greatest number of times dur
ing the ten-year period.
ried, harried hero Joe Tackle cut
ting across the lawn. Sally ex
plains the necessity of preserving
the grass. What will Joe do?
(a) Bow deeply and retrace his
course.
(b) Flash personality smile and
keep on cutting across.
(c) Hand back a bit of snappy
repartee like “Oh, yeah?”
(d) Stop and argue the point for
20 minutes.
3. Charlie Fidget, age 20, fresh
man, arrives on the campus. Char
lie’s father, brother, three cousins
and great-aunt were all Delta Rah
Deltas. Charlie has a receding
chin, low forehead, expensive
roadster, stupid expression and
enough money to buy the Student
Union and fill it full of goldfish.
What will the brothers of Delta
Rah Delta do?
(a) Decide that Charlie has no
personality and would only lower
the standards of the house.
(b) Bravely conclude that even
Charlie’s good connections aren’t
enough to balance his missing-link
appearance.
(c) Take him right into the
chapter and see how much they
can do to help him.
4. George Hangover, typically
conscientious, honest, scrupulous
MSU dormitory plague, fully
dressed (except that he has no tie)
for heavy date, sees roommate’s
best tie hanging on rack. Hang
over knows his pal wants that
particular tie that night, has no
decent tie of his own. Roommate
is out for the moment. What will
he do?
(a) Turn away with a sigh and
put on one of his roomie’s secondrate ties?
(b) Decide that the tie that
binds is the thing worth while,
but a good cigar’s a smoke.
(c) Exit whistling, completely
prepared for a big evening.
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Four Oratorical
Events Scheduled

PLEDGING CLOSES TONIGHT

Sorority pledging closes at 10:30
o’clock tonight instead of at 8
o’clock,
as previously announced,
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Debate With Canadian University Joyce Roberts, Pan-Hellenic presi
"Friday, January 14
dent said today.
May Be Arranged
Bear Paw-Spur Dance..Gold Room
Saturday, January 15
Four
major
opportunities
pre
Keep yoor radio dial set on
“M” Club Mixer..____ Gold- Room
sent themselves during the re
mainder of this year to university
The Big Apple will be initiated students along oratorical lines—
on the campus Friday evening as Intercollegiate debate, a Peace
Yonr friendly Colombia station
a feature of the Bear Paw-Spur Oratorical contest, the Aber Ora
dance. An award will be given to torical contest, and a Constitu
the couple which can do the vari tional Sesquicentennial contest.
ous steps of this newest sensation
Intercollegiate debate will in
the best. Another all-school dance clude colleges outside of Montana
will be given Saturday evening by as well as those within the state.
And Delicatessen
the members of M club.
Tentative arrangements have been
made with the University of Brit
Special orders for parties
Alpha Xi Delta announces the ish Columbia for a contest.
taken.
pledging of Patricia Gibbons of
The Peace Oratorical contest in
Eureka.
volves a cash prize and national
Judy and Helen Preston are at recognition. Leroy Purvis, Great
tending the Great Falls normal Falls, won the state contest and
Campus Clothes
school this winter but plan to re second place in national competi
turn to the university this spring, tion last year.
Styled to the Minute
Catherine Conkey is attending
Aber day marks one of the out
the University of Oregon at Eu standing oratorical contests in
P E N N E Y ’S
gene this quarter.
Montana. This is held in connec
Margaret Murray of Butte has tion with the annual spring clean
been ill at her home but will re up day and interest is already be
turn to school in a month.
ginning to be shown by contest
Kappa Alpha Theta announces ants.
the pledging of Polly Steele, Butte,
The Constitutional Sesquicen
and Connie Sullivan of Livingston. tennial competition is national. It
Kappa Delta announces the marks the one hundred and fiftieth
pledging of Ellen Frame, Butte, anniversary of the signing of the
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
and Margaret McDonald, Niarada. Constitution.
“ Behind the Mike”
Alberta Flatten, St. Ignatius,
Anyone interested in the con
Wm. Gargan, Judith Barrett
was a Thursday guest of Sigma tests is advised to see James N.
Kappa.
and
Holm, university speech instructor.
Dr. R. L. Housman was guest
“The Game That Kills”
the pledging of Carl Hemming,
speaker at the Phi Sigma Kappa
Chas. Quigley, Rita Hayworth
Butte.
banquet Sunday at the house.
Mrs. Jerry J. O’Connell was a
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces
Friday luncheon guest of Delta
the pledging of Gilbert LeKander,
“ Back in Circulation”
Delta Delta.
Chicago.
Joan Blondell, Pat O’Brien
Margaret Quinley of Bozeman
Dick Raymond, Butte, was a
and
has been a house guest of Delta
house guest of Sigma Alpha Ep
Delta Delta this week.
“Over the Goal”
silon.
Alpha Phi announces the pledg
Wm. Hopper, June Travis
Congressman Jerry J. O’Connell
ing of Mae Cully, Havre.
John E. Kennedy, Hamilton, and
Mickey Walsh were Friday lunch
eon guests of Sigma Chi.
Sigma Chi announces the pledg
ing of Francis Pippy, Helena, and
Bill Bulen, Great Falls.
Dick Armeling was a week-end
guest of Sigma Nu.
Here Is Your Program for Winter Quarter
Sigma Phi Epsilon announces
the pledging of John Robertson of
Dates
(tentative)
Event.
Dickinson, North Dakota.
January 12.. -Beginning of Interfratem lty Basketball Tourna
Theta Chi announces the pledg
ment.
ing of Vernon Huck, Kalispell.
January 21__ Informal (Peanut) Party.
Alpha Tau’ Omega announces
February 7— Mass Meeting. Subject, “An Analysis of Registra
tion Fees” (including the $10 incidental and
$5.50 Student Activity Fee).
February 11_Formal.
t
February 19_Skating Party-Chili Lunch. (Others to be ar
ranged.)
Students 15c any time except
March 4____ Carnival.
Saturday and Sunday nights!
March 7_ -Mass Meeting. Subject, ’An Analysis of Our Stu
dent Union", (including the much-discussed
Last Times Today!
Student Store).

1260

Barker Bakery

R OX Y

Independent Students!

C o m m u n ity
“ TOAST OF
NEW YORK”
Added: MICKEY MOUSE

NOTE: Two Maverick Sponsored AU-Unlverslty MatineeMixers Have Also Been Tentatively Arranged

Wednesday-Thursday!

"King of

Possession of a $1 Maverick Certificate of Membership
will entitle you to participate in this entire program.

the Damned”
----- Also------

“Reported Missing”

GET YOURS TODAY!

It’s Here!
The New

R EM IN G T O N
PO R TA BLE
T Y P E W R IT E R
• • • for • • •

* 1 9 -9 5
See it, try it, at

The Office Supply
Company
Open ’till 9 p.m.

Winter Gomes
But Once a
Year

B A TTERY

Why don’t you get prepared for its pranks?

O.J. MUELLERCO.

pipefuls of frag re s t tobacco io
erery 2 -oa. tip of Prioco Alber t

THE
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Grizzlies and Huskies
ToPlayDoubleheader
HereFriday, Saturday

MONTANA' KAIMIN

Leads Defense

M Club Initiation
Will Be Tonight
Montana’s victorious Grizzlies
await the Husky horde from Seat
tle. After more than a week’s layfrom the stiff series with Idaho
Vandals,’ the Grizzlies should be
ready to meet the Washington
team at its own game.
o—o
The only means of comparison
the two teams are the games
with Idaho. Montana set
Vandals down twice. Hec Ed
mundson’s speedsters split with
Idaho. The first night the Husky
took a 10-point lead. Twogood’s
proteges eked out a 3-point win in
the second tussle.
o—o
The Bobcats are still running
wild in the Rocky mountains but
their margins are getting a little
lower each time.

Montana Hoopsters Hope to Smash Washington Jinx;
Varsity Will Have Hard Practice Sessions
In Preparation for Conflicts
Coach Jiggs Dahlberg began workouts this week priming
his Grizzlies, co-leaders of the conference loop, for the inva
sion of Washington Huskies, coming here for the first time in
a decade Friday and Saturday. In practice this week, starting
with hard scrimmage sessions#against the freshmen and tapering
oil with lighter drills, the unde
feated Grizzly hoopsters will
brush up on passing, polish indi
vidual defense work and build en
durance for the famed “Edmundson pace.”
Since the center tip has been M inim um of Four Home Games
abandoned, basketball play has
Is Aim for Next Tear
been speeded up considerably, but
Says Fessenden
the “Edmundson pace” was in use
long before the new pivot ruling.
Coach Doug Fessenden spent
Edmondson Style
New Year's day in New Orleans.
Clarence “ H e c ” Edmundson, With 1,500 other gridiron moguls,
Husky hoop mentor, who has been he attended the annual conven
teaching Washington men how to tions of the American Football
play basketball since 1921, has Coaches association and the Na
speed, fast breaking offensive tional Collegiate Athletic associa
thrusts and tight defenses as his tion. Doug, Ted Bank of Idaho
style of warfare. Edmundson be and Tiny Thornhill of Stanford
lieves in having “just five men on were the only coaches from the
the floor with one object in mind,” west coast present.
and employing a razzle-dazzleAfter seeing motion pictures of
stream-lined brand of ball, which
big games of 1937 and discussing
offsets height
rules and officiating with other
Records reveal that Washington
delegates, Doug watched Santa
and Montana quintets have battled
Clara defeat Louisiana State uni
on the maple courts 17 times since
versity in the annual Sugar Bowl
relations were initiated in 1923.
game.
Of those 17 conflicts, Washington
Commenting on the game, Doug
has copped 15 and Montana two.
In 1925, Jiggs Dahlberg was cap said:
“It -was a peach of a coaches’
tain and Montana woo their first
Washington game, 33 to 28. Nine game but hot so much for the
years later, Montana was the only spectator, as there was only one
team to defeat the Huskies on touchdown scored. Santa Clara,
their home floor. That was in 1934 not conceded a chance, played
and A1 Dahlberg, brother of Jiggs, smart football, used brilliant and
was playing fo r the Copper, Sil effective four- and five-man line
defense and won."
ver and Gold.
Meets Representatives
Husky Players
On the job of schedule creation,
Leading Edmundson’s 1938 hoop
contingent is Captain Ross Wer Doug met representatives from 25
ner, a forward. One of the big different institutions in efforts to
gest men on the squad, standing book games for next year and
6 feet 2 inches and weighing 190, 1939. He said that while all the
Werner is a typical leader with leading schools and general draw
ing cards were filled, he obtained
his inspiring, driving play.
Teamed with W e r n e r at the some excellent leads for 1939. Loy
other forward berth is Harry ola of the South desired Montana
Lockhart. A firebrand on offense for a game, but the trip to New
and great ball-hawk, this former Orleans would not be profitable.
Doug stated that attempts are
Walla Walla all-stater is a vital
cog in Washington's offensive for being made to arrange a minimum
of four grid games in Missoula
mation.
At the pivot spot is six-foot- next year. A game in Butte would
three Dick Voelker, who serves as be the only one in the state ex
the balance wheel of the team. The clusive of home games in 1938, he
rangy Voelker has proven he can said.
Fessenden arrived home Thurs
outlast the Edmundson grind.
Guard positions are occupied by day.
George “Ziegy” Ziegenfuss and
Patrick Dorsey. Ziegenfuss, a
CONFERENCE STANDINGS
junior, is a dead shot from behind

Page Three

Coach Returns
From Meetings
In New Orleans

,

Paul Chumrau, veteran Grizzly guard, will start against Hec Ed
mundson’s Washington Huskies in the second conference series Fri
day and Saturday. Chhm has not been hot since the season's opener
with the Silver Loafs, but fans expect his push shots to connect against
Washington.

Interfraternity
Pin-Smashers
Open League
Sigma Chi and Sigma Nu
Bowlers Score Wins
In Initial Games
Sigma Chi and Sigma Nu maple
men lead Interfratem ity Bowling
league by virtue of three wins
■each over Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Alpha Tau Omega in the opening
games Saturday at the Idle Hour
alleys. Phi Delta Theta took two
out of three from Sigma Alpha
Epsilon to grab second place in the
standings.
Bill Holt, Sigma Chi, totaled 239
pins in his first game to take high
single honors for the day. Bob
Flint, SAE, smashed the moH
wood for a three-game average of
593. Holt trailed Flint with 555
pins. SAE drew high team honors
with 2474.

R obertson__ 160 133 163 456
M ille r_____ 178 160 137 475
Total .....

763 809 756 2328

Phi Delt-SAE
Phi Delta—
1st 2nd
Galles
199 139
Andrews
170 134
Schwanke .
162 151
Barker
168 169
Seymour
171 145
Totals ....
SAE—
H ieham ....
Davis .
Wood
Flint _
Hartwig
Totals

3rd
189
175
186
142
145

T’ti.
527
479
499
479
461

870 738 837 2445
1st
141
174
158
194
202

2nd
174
134
143
187
167

3rd
164
142
145
212
147

Organization to Complete Flans
For Satnrday’s Mixer
M club will initiate new mem
bers at the regular business meet
ing 7:30 o’clock tonight in the

league hitters last season with a
near .500 average.
o—o
Interfrat hoop men open the
Joe Pomajevich urges tourna
round robin tonight in the gym. ment entries to begin training at
More than one team boasts of In- once.
ellgibles of varsity calibre. Tom
Back of Kalispell, Bruce McLean
of Miles City and Russ Booth of
Great Falls are Phi Delt cnp hopes.
The Sigs hgve Dortch, formerly of
Wisconsin, and Nicholson of Pur
due.
o—o
Last year’s champs, the Phi Sigs,
think they’ll take the boys,
o—o
Grizzly hoop fans still congre
$25.00 values
gate and swap commendations of
now, ______
the way Jiggs substitutes his men.
$30.00 values
n o w ______
$35.00 values
now ______

January Sale
SU ITS

$15
$20
$25

Radio Repairing
Tubes Tested Free

D RA G STED TS

NORTHWEST RADIO
128 E. Bdway.

Sander Johnson

TY P EW R IT ER S

T’ti.
479
450
446
593
516

• - '•‘‘Everything Men Wear’’'c-O p p o s it e x . p . d epo t

Phone 3733

George Janke

Frank Spon, Prop.

Sold— Rented— Repaired

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

CONVENIENT TERMS

TRAIL BARBER SHOP

Lister Typewriter Service
No. 21 Hammond Arcade

Phone 2457

Corner Higgins and Broadway

869 805 810 2474

Sigma Nu-ATO
Sigma Nu—
1st 2nd 3rd T’ti.
Miller
145 143 158 446
Kleck ......... 147 144 167 458
Satterwaite _ 127
127
T h o m ally .....
141 171 312
Ceserani
158 156 185 499
Dale Galles, Phi Delt kegler, Johnston .
125 172 208 505
rolled the first ball to open the
Totals
league. Wilbur Wood, SAE roller,
702 756 389 2347
ATO—
got the first strike. ■
Bowlers from several houses not
1st 2nd 3rd rtl.
in the league have expressed de Kotsakis __ 156 133 139 428
sire to form another league called McLanahan .. 127 138 157 422
Interfratem ity No. 2 which would
126 127 1fif 419
roll Saturday mornings. Several Merrill ___ 1 98 135 137 380
organizations have stated that they Geil
146 212 192 550
would enter No. 2 teams in the
lower league to get it started.
Totals ___ 653 745 791 2199
Chink Seymour, league secre
tary, said yesterday the No. 2
NOTICE
league will start Saturday if there
are sufficient entries.
All candidates eligible for var
Last Saturday’s scores:
sity track will please meet in my
Sigma Chl-Slg Ep
office Wednesday at 4 o’clock. It
Sigma Chi—
is important that you be there to
1st 2nd 3rd T’ti. be measured for equipment.
McLain _____ 147 168 170 485
HARRY ADAMS,
H o lt_______ 239 181 135 555
Track Coach.
Hartsell ____ 139 148 171 458
Hills ________ 155 150 140 445
Patronize Kalmln Advertisers
Murphy, M._. 170 162 177 509

the foul circle and serves as
W. L. P e t
“feeder" to the forwards. Pat Dorsey is the best co-operative player Montana _____ __ 2 0 1.900
2 0 1.000
of the starting five. Dorsey earned Oregon _
his post through team play and WSC
2 2 .500
hard work.
W ashington___ __ 1 1 .500
Idaho ________ __ 1 3 .250
Reserves
Leading the list of reserves is OSC _________ _ 0
2 .000
Don Thompson, a gridder, who is
T o ta ls __ 860 809 793 2452
reputedly the smoothest floorSig Eps—
worker and potential scorer. Two Le Blanc I$ Member
1st 2nd 3rd T’ti.
hot-shots who will bear watching
Of
Silt-Man
Ski
Team
Wysel __
170 192 152 5141
are the Reese brothers, transfers
Bogardus .
110 170 138 4181
from the Missouri conference.
145 154 166 465
Idaho Vandals defeated WashBrenton Le Blanc, Anaconda, Wilkinson .
ington last Saturday night. Ore- j freshman in the social sclenceraivigon knocked Washington State for ] sion>was chosen a member of Mona loop twice, thus placing theI too®’8 six-man ski team which will
Webfoots in a two-way tie for th e ' compete in a tri-state ski meet at
conference top with Montana.
' Sun Valley, Idaho, next Friday and
Washington State vs. Idaho and Saturday.
Oregon' vs. Oregon State are other j Leading the newly organized
games scheduled for the week-end. ; squad is Casper Oimen, former
Borg Jewelry and
__________________
. | Olympic ski team captain. Mon, Optical Co.
tana will compete against Idaho
Eyes.Tested — Glasses Fitted
land Utah in jumping and slalom
events.

The Grizzlies have beaten the
Huskies twice in the hoop game.
The first time, in 1925, Jiggs Dahl
berg captained the Montana five.
The last time, in the early ’30’s,
Jiggs' younger brother, Al, played
for Montana.
o—o
All but two court coaches, Twogood and Edmundson, are gradu
ates of the schools they coach.
Twogood is the only one from out
of the conference, Iowa being his
alma mammy. Edmundson hails
from Idaho.
o—o
The series with Washington will
be more than interesting to watch.
Edmundson might be called the
originator of “fire department”
basketball

If all the reports are true, it will
take a good pair of eyes to fol
low the ball this week-end—but
Jiggs still isn’t satisfied. He says
he is going to teach them how to
run. When Mariana, Shields, Mer
rick, Sundquist ana Ryan start
throwing the ball around at top
speed it isn’t going to be safe on
the sidelines.
O—o
Game charts show where the
Grizzlies shoot from. It just takes
one look to see the variety and
accuracy of the Montanans. As yet
the Grizzlies'haven’t really been
hot.
o—o
When the Washington series is
over the Grizzlies hit the road for
Eugene and Corvallis, Oregon. No
games on the home floor again un
til Oregon comes on January 31
and February 1.
o—o
Play the game fair. Don’t lend
your activity ticket to others. You
paid for it. Why not use it? If an
out-of-town friend can afford to
travel to see a game, the price of
admission won’t hurt him.
o—o
Praise continues for Milt Popo
vich for his versatile play in the
East-West game. No swell-head
about Popo; he’s back in school
again to continue his studies. His
pro offers still continue.
o—o
Pro baseball wants Paul Szakash. The Chicago Cubs want
Socko to come this spring and try
out with them. Szakash led state

men’s gym. All persons who have
made a letter in a major sport or
in a major sport' managership are
eligible for initiation, Joe Pomajevich, president of M club, an
nounced yesterday.
The organization will complete
plans for a. mixer in the Gold room
of the Stlident Union after the
Montana - Washington basketball
game Saturday night Members
will make arrangements for the
minor sports tournament, which
will be in the early part of Feb
ruary.

Vetoa J

Hie loudest

bride ever spoke! jdR
Even offer such throat-taxing
scenes, ANN SOTHERN finds
Luckies gentle on her throat..
- 1“

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Greek Basketball

To Start Tonight!
Ph) Delt-SAE Clash to Inaugurate
League Competition
I
Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Al
pha Epsilon inaugurate the Inter
fraternity basketball season to
night when they meet in the men’s
gym at 7:30 o’clock. Sigma Chi
and Theta Chi clash in the second
game at 8:30 o’clock.
Wednesday night Alpha Tau
Omega and Sigma Nu meet in the
first game, with the Sigma Phi Ep
silon-M averick tangle following
Last year’s cup yrinners, Phi Sig
ma Kappa, remain idle until
Thursday night, when they open
against Theta Chi. Sigma Chi and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon meet in the
second game Thursday night.
Minor sports officials request
that all teams be on the floor at
the time designated.
Patronize Kalmin Advertisers

Dr. E. L. Williams
OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

Metropole
Barber Shop
Basement of B & H Jewelry
101 East Main St.
Thompson A Harlenee, Propi

Chiropractor
Foot Ailments
Masonic Temple — Phone 3735

1. IN 'SHE’S GOT EVERYTHING', m y

2 . " IT W AS A KNOCKOUT in a differ

3."G EN TLE ON MY THROAT. Others

new RKO-Radio picture,” says Ann
Sothem , “ there’s a scene where the
girl gets married on a jolting truck,
and it turned out to be a knockout!
. . . But for m e, as an actress. . . >

en t sense! Imagine shouting your
*1 do’s’ above th e noise of a tru ck ...
and im agine doing it 30 tim es! Yet,
even after th is throat strain, I still
enjoyed Luckies! T hey’re always. . .

at the RKO-Radio studios agree with
m e—Barbara Stanwyck and Herbert
Marshall, forinstance.” (Reason :the
“ Toasting” process expels certain
throat irritants found in all tobacco.)

Dr. W. H. Pardis
Chiropractor
Equipped with X-ray and
Neurocalometer
HAMMOND ARCADE

MCttMFftf
m nm %

Dr. A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

D uke university
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken eon*
secutively (graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms may
be taken each year (graduation in four
years). The entrance requirements are
Intelligence, character and a t lo u t two
years of college work, Including the
subjects specified for Grade A medical
schools. Catalogues and application
forms may be obtained from the Dean.

Dr. Florence Spon
Chiropractor
Palmer System — Phone 3562
Neurocalometer Service

Dr. A. E. Ostroot
Optometrist
Comfortable and Efficient
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.

r

4 . "N O W AS REGARDS T O B A C C O ...

5. AUCTIONEERS, BUYERS AND WAREHOUSEMEN

Luckies’ flavor has always appealed
to m e very m uch. So I was interested
to read recently th a t Luckies are
th e favorite cigarette am ong the
tobacco experts them selves.”

m u st be able to judge tob acco a t a glan ce.
Sworn records show that among independent
experts, Luckies have twice as many exclusive
smokers as all other brands combined. With
men who know tobacco b est...it’s Luckies 2 to 1.

Have You Heard the ^
Chant of the Tobacco Auctioneer?
Listen to “ YOUR NEWS PARADE”
10.15 A. M., MON. thru FRJ., CSS
* “ YOUR HOLLYWOOD PARADE”
WEDNESDAY, 8 P. M., NBC
“ YOUR HIT PARADE”
SATURDAY, 8 P. M.. CBS
(All Mountain Time)

THE
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Ballroom Dancing
No Cub Cuts
Classes to Begin
Are Due Yet
Women Will Meet Wednesday,
Men On Thursday
Say Coaches

Squirrels’ Friends
Raise Gun Taboo

Tuesday, January U , 1J3J

MONTANA KAIMIN

New York City
Is Reunion Host
During Holidays

Rifle Team’s
First Match
Is Scheduled
New York city probably wasn’t

“No guns will be allowed at the
Foresters’ ball this year,” says
Chief Push Bill Wagner,' Missoula. aware of it but it had the.pleasure
This week two Student Union- And he may have a very good rea of playing host to a reunion during
Yearlings May Get Game sponsored activities get under way son for the precautionary measure. Ithe Christmas holidays of Lloyd
Hayes, university senior; Richard
while students decide the fate of Because—
With Indian Quintet
Twenty-three long years ago the Thomson, ’37, and Cadet Edward
a third.
G. Cook, former university student
January 17
apostles
of
Paul
Bunyan
decided
to
Ballroom dancing lessons this
quarter are divided into two sec sponsor a ball. It was scheduled now at the United States Military
“No cuts this week," say fresh tions, both meeting in the Copper for w hat is now the women’s gym, academy.
Hayes spent nearly two weeks in
man coaches John Sullivan and room. In the fundamental section, but was the men's gym “in them
New York with his two friends.
Jlggs Dahlbcrg of the yearling which starts this week, women’s days.”
Cook
came down from West Point
Well, the dance was going along
hoop squad. “The men are too classes meet at 8 o’clock Wednes
evenly matched. We want all of day, and men’s classes meet at 9 fine. Everyone was in a costume on his way to a Christmas “hop"
them to get a chance.”
o’clock Thursday. In the advanced of the olden days, some with six- at Washington. Thomson works
According to the coaches the section, which starts next week, shooters at their sides, perfectly at Sloane’s department store in
candidates have average ability all students meet at 9 o’clock legal without a permit in pre-war New York, and takes evening
classes in interior decorating.
days.
and better than average height Wednesday.
•
With their headquarters at
Suddenly six shots rang out the
when compared to varsity men.
The times have been changed
The season is yet young and the from the original schedule to suit length of the gym. Some over- Thomson’s apartment near Central
mentors have not had enough time instructors’ hours, and if t h e y realistic gent was really getting in park, the three saw more than the
to tell how much speed and fire prove unsatisfactory, students may the spirit of the old West. Appar average tourist’s glimpse of New
arrange a new schedule at the first ently he used blanks, for on one York, including several plays, some
the players have.
of the less-known (to outsiders)
The yearlings may get their lessons. At 7:30 o’clock tonight in feU.
The next day was rainy in Mis night spots, and historic, cultural
first taste of competition under structors will give follow-up les
fire against the Lodge Grass In sons for last quarter’s dancing stu soula, and the basketball team was and scenic points.
Cook plans to return to Missoula
practicing. But they had to quit;
dians’ quintet. The highly touted dents only.
braves come through Missoula
On Saturday morning contract the roof was leaking badly In six for his furlough next summer,
Hayes reported on his return to the
January 17. If satisfactory ar bridge students decided to meet in places.
The gent with blazing guns of campus, and Thomson has better
rangements can be reached fresh the Eloise Knowles room from 7:30
men will meet them that night.
to 9:30 o'clock on Tuesdays for the night before forgot to use than an even chance of going to
Paris next summer to continue the
Friday night the yearlings lessons, with the first class tonight. blanks!
study of interior decorating.
scrimmaged the varsity squad. G r a c e Johnson, Student Union
Thomson’s roommate, a florist,
Showing well in the first 10-min manager, urges registrants to be
once rescued the screen star Greta
ute period, frosh held the varsity prompt.
Garbo. He hid her in the cellar of
to an 8-7 lead. The second period
Up for trial is the matinee mixer
his shop two years ago when she
they tired and fell behind 22-9. which, in spite of its previous
Was being pursued by a mob of her
Rae Greene, forward; Biff Hall, popularity, the Student Union will
fans. She made the store her head
center, and Neil Johnson, guard, abandon unless attendance at the
Lieutenant-Colonel Ely P. Den
looked good for the first-year men. dance at 4 o’clock Thursday justi son, professor of military science quarters, went strolling in Central
fies continuance. Pan-Hellenic has, and tactics, has been ordered to park with him after every back
door escape from the shop and still
charge of the dance Thursday.
report to Fort Lewis, Washington,
sends him thank-you telegrams.
January 13, to take the physical
try. Since Montana State univer examination for promotion to the
sity is one of the largest schools rank of colonel.
“The Warriors” Sung
If Denson is successful in pass
in the Rocky Mountain division,
During Rally Broadcast
members are working to have the ing the examination, it will be the
(Continued from Pzze One)
first time in the history of the
is a chapter of the national organi next regional conference at the
“The
Warriors,” university song
university that a full colonel has
zation sponsored by the Carnegie university.
Walter Coombs, Missoula, tem been in command of the Grizzly written by DeLoss Smith, dean of
E n d o w m e n t for International
the music school, was sung by the
battalion.
Peace and is Intended primarily as porary president of the club, and
Shrine quartet at a rally for the
a study group. The Carnegie En Guy Fox, instructor in history and
East-West game in San Francisco.
dowment has given the dub IS re political science, urge that all stu ART COURSES TO START
The program, which was in the
WEDNEDAY UNDER WPA Shrine auditorium, was broadcast
cent books and pamphlets on world dents interested in foreign and
affairs. During winter quarter domestic affairs come to the meet
over
radio station KPO, San Fran
other books will be given the club ing. Fortnightly summaries of Art courses, under the sponsor cisco. The coaches and players
by the parent organization to build news events will be distributed at ship of the Works Progress Ad of the East and West All-Star
up an international affairs library. this first meeting.
ministration, will continue this teams were introduced to the peo
Directors of the Carnegie En
quarter. New students may enroll ple of San Francisco at this rally.
dowment are Dr. Nicholas Murray
at the first class of the quarter 7
Butler, president of Columbia uni
o’clock Wednesday night in the
versity; Norman H. Davis, foreign
The
drawing room of the Women’s
advisor to the president; John W.
Club-Art building.
First National Bank
Davis, former presidential candi
This quarter individuals of the
George F. Brimlow, former uni
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
date; Robert A. Taft, son of Former
class will draw subjects of their
NATIONAL BANK IN
President Taft, and Frank 0. Low- versity student now connected own choice, using medias of their
with the Chattanooga Times, is
MONTANA
den, former governor of Illinois.
winning honors from his about- own selection.
College Clubs
to-be-published
book,
“The
BanThere are more than eight hun
dred dubs in the United States, in nack Indian War of 1878,” but he
cluding those organized at Montana has not forgotten his alma mater.
In a recent letter to H. G. MerState college, Carroll college, North
Montana college and Billings Poly riam, chairman of humanities and
E
n
g l i s h departments, Brimlow
technic Institute. Annual regional
conferences take place in the vari says, “I attended Montana univer
ous divisions throughout the coun- sity for a term while working on
the Daily Misspulian. I hope that
the university is forging ahead
with its usual zeal. I have-always
had a warm feeling for your insti
tution since I entered and left its
classrooms.”
Brimlow indicated that he hadn’t
forgotten Frontier and Midland,
northwest quarterly edited by
“The Cock That Crowed at Two" Merriam. He saysj '“In chats with
Is Published for Children
literary colleagues/here, I have lis
Aged Five to Nine
This is your opportunity to enjoy the supe
tened to a deal of talk which has
shown interest in the type of w rit
rior fit of Nunn-Bush Ankle Fashioned ox
“The Cock That Crowed at Two” ing you are setting forth. I have
fords at an attractively reduced price. Buy
awakened the American reading had inquiries concerning issues of
a finer shoe n o w . . . at Sale Prices.
public (at least that section be your magazine. If you could send
tween the ages of five and nine) two or three copies of your recent
to the merits of Grace and Olive numbers to me, I would appreciate
Barnett, Montana State University the courtesy highly.”
graduates.
Brimlow adds in a postscript,
A LARGE GROUP
These two writers of children’s “Beside other honors, I have re
stories, whose “The Cock That cently been invited to become a
Crowed at Two” is now at any member of the American Military
book store, b e g a n their present History Foundation.”
joint career after their respective
graduations, Grace, '21, way back
Patronize K alinin Advertisers
in history, and Olive, ’32, in fine

Denson May Get
Rank of Colonel

International Club
To Elect Officers

University Men Will Meet
Garden City Team
January 20
The university men's rifle team
is scheduled to shoot its first match
of the season against the Garden
City team January 20 on the
ROTC range.
Matches this year will be fired
under a new ruling whereby nine
men*will s h o o t on a team, all
scores to count Previously, 10
men shot on a team and the five
highest scores were counted.
Men on the team who fired last
year are Robert Van Haur, Hilger;
James Paulson, Sand Coulee; LaRue Smith, Great Falls; Phil Pres
ton, Great Falls, and Frank Sigman, Great Falls.
New men on the team are Mel
Singleton, Vida; John Marsh, Bil
lings; John Williamson, St. Peters
burg, Virginia; Robert Robinson,
Forsyth, and Clayton Craig, Mis
soula.
Other matches to be fired by
the men’s team are: Fort Missoula,
January 27; University Forestry,
February 3; University Women,
February 8; Forest Service, Febru
ary 16; Officers Reserve Corps,
February 23 and university Fresh
men, March 2. All matches will
be fired on the ROTC range.
BRALEY TO SPEAK
Pharmacy club meets for the
first time this quarter a t 3 o’clock
Thursday. Joseph Braley, Valier,
Pharmacy club president, will ex
plain the functions of the organi
zation.

Foresters’ Ball
Rhodes Scholar
Writes to Paper Tickets Will Go
On Sale Friday
Robert Bates Praises University

Norris Quam, in charge of publi
city. Cedar and Douglas fir boughs
will form a sylvan setting for the
dance.

lit Recent Letter
Robert Bates, ’36, M o n t a n a
Rhodes scholar at Oxford univer
sity, England, said in a recent let
ter to the Kaimin that, “Oxford
has convinced me that Montana is
a good school.”
Bates and Wallace Brooke, Stan
ford university graduate, both 1937
Rhodes scholar winners, left last
fall for England. The former is
continuing work in economics and
sociology. He was a graduate as
sistant in that department at Mon
tana State university last year.
While in school he was editor
of the 1936 Sentinel and was
awarded the Bonner scholarship
during his freshman year. He is
a member of Kappa Tau, scholar
ship fraternity, and has appeared
in Masquer productions. He is a
member of Phi Delta Theta, social
fraternity.

Students to Organize
Philosophical Society
A student philosophical society
will be organized at an informal
meeting 7:30 o’clock Wednesday in
the Eloise Knowles room accord
ing to F. O. Smith, professor of
psychology and philosophy. E. L.
Marvin, instructor in psychology,
will lead an informal discussion
at the meeting.
The object of the society will be
to offer opportunity for discussion
groups in philosophy, art, religion,
education ,and politics. Professor
Smith said that some of the faculty
members have desired such discus
sion groups as will be included in
this society. An invitation to at
tend is extended to everyone.

Wagner Declares Annual Dance
Is Strictly Costume Affair;
Prizes Are Offered
Tickets for Foresters’ ball go on
sale Friday, according to Bill Wag
ner, Missoula, Chief Push of the
ball.
Tickets are in the shape of a
logger’s boot, with price tag at
tached. Numbers of dances with
spaces for lunch-time intermissions
are on the ticket
W a g n e r emphasized that this
year’s dance will be strictly cos
tume with cash prizes for original
apparel. Costumes should be ap
propriate for the old days of the
w est and dancers may come as
cowboys, ranchers, gamblers or
missionaries.
“If you can’t get a costume, come
appropriately as a forester,” added

B A L L R O O M D A N C IN G
Enroll now at the Student Union office for beginners’ class or
advanced clafs. Eight-lesson course $2.50. -

DeREA SCHOOL OF DANCING
210 South Third Street

Phone 3232

S T A R T T H E N E W Y E A R R IG H T
— W R IT E W IT H A T Y P E W R I T E R
We sell, rent, trade and repair all makes of typewriters.
Terms as low as $3.00 per month. Tables, Desks, Lamps,
Pens, Pencils, Notebooks, Leather Covers, etc.

Typewriter Supply Co.
“CHUCK” GAUGHAN
319 North Higgins

Montanan Wins
Fame and Honor

Bamett Sisters,
Alumnae, Write
Children’s Book

arts. Both attended a San Diego
are school, where they specialized ■ TH E STORE FOR M E N M
in application of their fields to
children.
“We began writing for children
a number of years ago," said
Grace, now a teacher in a Missoula
school. (‘We both do the writing
m m GEO. T . HOWARD ■ ■ ■ !
and the illustrating of our stories.
Wrote for Magazines
“We have sold stories to several
magazines for children as well as The Home of Fine Furniture
to teachers’ magazines. Our sec
JEN SEN
ond book should be off the press
in a month qr two, and there is a
F U R N IT U R E
third book which is tentative.”
135 West Main
The Barnetts strive mainly to
amuse their readers, Grace says.
“But we also try to give t h e m
something to think about” When
asked if she thought children's
Ski Equipment
books should touch on the eco
nomic and social questions of the
Skis
day, “Not for our audience,” she
said. “It ranges between five and Highest quality domestic skis as
well as competitive brands.
eight and nine.”
Harness
“We intend to work hard,” said
Grace. “The public has the am- American, from $1.95 to $7.95.
Ski Poles
swer to how much our publication
From $1.95.
will expand. Any success we might
achieve will be through hard work.
Barthel Hardware
I think any success is largely per
% Block West of Post Office
spiration.”

NunnBush

m
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. . . a date
w ith Chesterfield
will show you how re
freshingly mild a ciga
rette can be..it will intro
duce you to that better
taste that smokers like.

Chesterfields will
giveyou t/tore pleasure
than any cigarette you
ever smoked.

BUY NOW AN© SAVE!

T

Edgerton Shoes are offered during
A QP
this special sale at only___________ tPTC eO O

Weekly
Radio Features

Lawrence T ibbbtt
Andrb K o steunetz
P aul W hiteman
D eems T aylor
P aul D ouglas

The MERCANTILE»»
« « MISSOULA'S OLDEST. LARGEST AND BEST S T O R I.
Coprrigbi I95& bGGRT * Jlnzs Tomcco Co,

